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6.3 Sporting Schools Implementation 
SPORTING SCHOOLS TIMETABLE UPDATE (Michael Hall, ASC, at the ASC CEO 

Forum on 19 November) 

Key milestones 

 NOV 2014: Website launched on 19 November: http://sportingschools.gov.au/ 

 JAN 2015: Pilot projects commence & ASC workforce in place 

 FEB 2015: Registration website goes live: schools and coaches can begin registering 

 FEB-MAY 2015: webpage for each sport to be developed and included on website 

 MAY 2015: Grant applications open 

 JULY 2015: Program begins 

Current ASC model: Once the program begins, a school looks up on the Sporting Schools website 

which SS registered coaches for which SS sports are in its area then approaches the coaches for the 

sports it is interested in.  

MESSAGE FROM SPORTING SCHOOLS NSO REFERENCE GROUP TO THE ASC 

ON WEDNESDAY 3 DECEMBER 

From: David Gallichio  

Sent: Tuesday, 2 December 2014 5:46 PM 

To: geoff.howes@ausport.gov.au 

Subject: Sporting Schools 

Hi Geoff, 

Thanks for your time on the phone today regarding the Sporting Schools Program, in particular 

progress made, risks to delivery and how we as NSO’s can contribute to a successful outcome for 

sport and government. 

We have a deep understanding of the challenges to operationalize participation programs which 

relies on quality product and the ability to mobilise an aligned workforce.  

The initial consultation and information sessions held in Melbourne and Sydney on the 24 and 26 

August were extremely positive. As all NSO’s work to deliver programs as part of our core business 

we understand the need to build capability and deliver results. This was done, with some urgency, as 

the lead in time prior to the schools term 4 break approached and schools have locked away their 

term 1 curriculum activities in the previous year. 

We embraced the partnership approach outlined in the workshop and each NSO has taken the 

information and progressed planning for pilots working closely with their respective states and 

territories.  

Each NSO continues to: 

         Build Sporting Schools into their respective delivery plans 
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         Contact schools and pertinent delivery sites 

         Engage and up-skill a new workforce 

         Internally plan to have reporting mechanisms to quantify results  
Whilst we understand the significance of this change project and the transition of leadership we 

found the lack of communication from the ASC disappointing. We have acted in good faith with the 

belief that planning has continued to progress. However the unannounced release of the website 

and some of the “game changing” points on this site have initiated a lot more questions than it 

answers.  

The NSO’s have experienced a communication “black out” for two months now, that has borne a 

level of discomfort and uncertainty around the terms and conditions of the partnership. We are, and 

have been for a while, receiving requests from deliverers of how this will work. We have engaged a 

significant delivery field force, yet are in a holding pattern for the logistics around what delivery 

looks like.  We are very keen to work together with the ASC to create efficiencies for sport delivery 

and create vital links between schools, community and clubs. For us to do this efficiently we require 

some clarity around the operating model. 

We are very keen to engage as genuine partners in delivering a successful Sporting Schools Program, 

but currently we feel like there are gaps in the information we have. Sporting Schools management 

initially suggested a face to face meeting before Christmas, time has beaten us but we would 

appreciate an industry update and genuine partnership planning session. 

David Gallichio 

Participation Manager, Golf Australia 

 

OA SPORTING SCHOOLS (SS) PRESENTATION AT THE 
DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP, Perth, Monday 29 Sept 2014 
 
 $100 mill project announced in May 2014 Commonwealth budget, replacing Active After 

Schools program  

 Due to commence in July 2015 

 Annual funding of $29 mill to primary schools throughout Australia and to a sample of 80 

high schools 

 Average of $1700 per primary school per term 

 Currently 8000 primary schools in Australia of which 2000 have some kind of Active After 

Schools program 

 34 sports for schools to choose from, so orienteering will have stiff competition for 

patronage from other sports. However, the 2015 new schools curriculum requires schools to 

provide an outdoor adventure navigation challenge (or words to that effect)  

 ASC Sporting Schools website: 

- schools register as a SS school (the ASC expects 6000 schools to register by 2017) 

- all SS program deliverers must register on the ASC SS website and be accredited by their 

NSO and have Working With Children approvals. The ASC will check with OA that any 

orienteering SS program deliverers are in fact accredited. 

- each sport will have a SS webpage. This will link to the OA website 

- school principals will choose which sports 
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- school principals choosing orienteering might choose any number of sessions from 1 

through to 8, and whether the sessions are done before, during or after school (in 

consultation with the state orienteering SS coordinator) 

 Accreditation: minimum level for primary schools is Level O. OA will determine that the Level 

O standard is adequate. 

- orienteering therefore needs to greatly increase its number of Level O coaches (and Level 

1) 

- it is anticipated that there will be a big demand from teachers and parents to gain Level O 

accreditation  

- Education departments are expected to endorse Level 0 accreditation as accredited 

teacher professional development 

- there may also be Level 0/Level 1 accredited people from other sports wishing to gain an 

orienteering accreditation 

 OA preliminary plans on OA website: 

- new Level O curriculum and manual being prepared by Nick Dent 

- links to state association lessons plans for a choice of lessons from 1 to 8 for grades 3 & 4 

and 5 & 6 initially, and later for high school grades 7 & 8, 9 & 10  

 Orienteering in competition with 33 other sports: 

- Marketing: need names for the program attractive to principals/teachers, kids and parents.  

- Pricing: Needs to be competitive. Currently very expensive (compared with football etc) 

because of the time needed to plan control sites, put out controls and collect them 

afterwards. This can be ameliorated by getting teams of kids to do it as part of the lesson.  

- Permanent control markers in school grounds may greatly reduce the workload involved in 

running multiple sessions for different classes at the one school, providing arrangements can 

be made to prevent vandalism 

- Indoor sessions needed, including exercises using witches hats or other controls, plus good 

videos to show kids 

- OA needs to produce videos showing both outdoor and indoor sessions being conducted 

on school grounds for both primary and high schools 

 Maps: need to offer choice in pricing and to be aware that many schools (government in 

particular) are only prepared to photocopy black and white material for lessons. 

 

ONSW OK-GO PROGRAM 
Using ASC Participation funding, OA has bought copies of the ONSW OK-GO program to provide to 

state associations ($150per set).  

 

FEEDBACK FROM SWISS ORIENTEERING FEDERATION  

Background to development of sCOOL: 
It is not that in Switzerland schools are enthusiastic and that we would preach to the choir. Nor have 

Swiss government poured any money into schools to allow them to purchase the It’sCOOL material. 

However, when we learnt that Swiss Orienteering will organize the World Champs in 2003, we launched 

in 1999 sCOOL (which is by the way not a misspelling of school but an acronym that means s=Switzerland 

and schools; CO = Course d’orientation / Corsa di Orientamento and OL = Orientierungslauf and the 

whole project is of course COOL :-)). We asked our clubs to make one of their members the club’s sCOOL-

Person. This person got in touch with schools in their area and built liaisons between teachers and clubs. 
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Schools were offered maps of the area of their schools for nothing or 50 $ and a workshop with the 

attached material. 

ISSUES 

 Objectives of sporting schools: Get children active in primary school with enjoyable physical 

activity experiences so that they remain active in the 14 to 25 age group, instead of one third of 

them becoming overweight and obese by their mid-teens. 

 Sporting Schools is not about providing yet another activity option for kids who are already 

active in wealthier schools prepared to pay premium rates for maps and instructors, or about 

providing an after school child minding service. It is largely about attracting kids into doing sport 

who may not normally wish to participate, and getting them to enjoy it.  

 What’s in it for orienteering: 

- potentially another $100,000 to $200,000 a year in payments to coaches and mappers 

- a big increase in the numbers of accredited coaches and mappers if it is going to be successful  

- a big increase in the numbers of mapped schools and orienteering-friendly schools that can 

then be used for club orienteering sprint events or assembly areas for other events 

- potentially a small but significant increase in the numbers of children, parents and teachers 

participating in club orienteering events 

 What’s not in it for orienteering: 

- even if Sporting Schools is wildly successful for orienteering, and we provide good orienteering 

promotional material to all participating SS schools, it will not lead to many children, parents and 

teachers participating in club orienteering events, at least in the short term. Given this, we 

cannot afford to neglect our orienteering core business by diverting too much effort into 

Sporting Schools. Instead we need to grow the numbers of new coaches and mappers.  

 However, establishing a relationship with orienteering SS schools facilitates an entrée to 

marketing interesting club orienteering activities to school children and parents and teachers. 

Examples are winter Saturday schools orienteering, Space Racing, Spooks In The Park, Amazing 

Race type events, Relays, regional championships etc.   

 

ACTION ITEMS: For discussion after the presentation by Renee O’Callaghan 

from the ASC 

1. Find out from the ASC when schools will know about Sporting Schools. (No point in 

approaching them until they know about it).  

2. Publicise Sporting Schools heavily in the Orienteering Community. 

3. Each state appoint a Sporting Schools coordinator who will participate in a national 

implementation group. 

4. Each state develop a Sporting Schools Implementation Plan 

- inventory of schools maps (current or need updating) 

- list of clubs willing to assist 

- inventory of schools to approach to either update maps or prepare maps and which may be 
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interested in using SS money to pay for orienteering lessons  

- develop a workforce training plan: Level 0 and Level 1 courses and courses in schools 

mapping 

- market the implementation plan to the orienteering community in each state and actively 

target orienteers with potential to become good SS coaches or good schools mappers 

5. Cross reference Sporting Schools plans with junior development plans.  

6. Develop marketing material to give to schools/include in schools newsletters to promote 

club orienteering activities for kids. 

7. Other: What else? 

 

 

 

 

 


